We report the discovery and validation of a set of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) between the reference Neurospora crassa strain Oak Ridge and the Mauriceville strain (FGSC 2555), of sufficient density to allow fine mapping of most loci. Sequencing of Mauriceville cDNAs and alignment to the completed genomic sequence of the Oak Ridge strain identified 19,087 putative SNPs. Of these, a subset was validated by cleaved amplified polymorphic sequence (CAPS), a simple and robust PCR-based assay that reliably distinguishes between SNP alleles. Experimental confirmation resulted in the development of 250 CAPS markers distributed evenly over the genome. To demonstrate the applicability of this map, we used bulked segregant analysis followed by interval mapping to locate the csp-1 mutation to a narrow region on LGI. Subsequently, we refined mapping resolution to 74 kbp by developing additional markers, resequenced the candidate gene, NCU02713.3, in the mutant background, and phenocopied the mutation by gene replacement in the WT strain. Together, these techniques demonstrate a generally applicable and straightforward approach for the isolation of novel genes from existing mutants. Data on both putative and validated SNPs are deposited in a customized public database at the Broad Institute, which encourages augmentation by community users.
N EUTRAL polymorphisms have been extensively used to elucidate the genetic causes of phenotypical aberrations, including human diseases (Wang et al. 1998; Detera-Wadleigh and McMahon 2004) as well as mutations of interest in model organisms (Winzeler et al. 1998; Berger et al. 2001; Wicks et al. 2001) . The genetic location of any mutation or quantitative trait locus can be narrowed down to any degree of precision by following the cosegregation of the phenotype with a range of increasingly closer markers at known locations, provided that sufficient markers are available.
Recombination-based mapping depends on the existence of an alternative strain that bears genetic markers distinct from the reference but that remains interfertile with the reference strain. Fungal Genetic Stock Center (FGSC) 2225, an isolate of wild-type (WT) Neurospora crassa from Mauriceville (MV), Texas, had previously been used to establish a low density restriction fragmentlength polymorphism (RFLP) map (Metzenberg and Grobelweschen 1988) on the basis of the availability of phenotypically neutral but easily scorable polymorphisms relative to the standard Oak Ridge (OR) strain (74-OR23-1VA, FGSC 2489) . With the completed genome sequence of the latter available (Galagan et al. 2003) , the addition of more polymorphism data has become more straightforward as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are easily assigned to specific physical locations within the genome.
By far the most prevalent type of intergenomic variation consists of SNPs. In transcribed regions, we found sequence divergence between Oak Ridge and Mauriceville to be $0.1%, largely due to single nucleotide substitutions (Dunlap et al. 2007) . Hence, to detect a sufficiently large number of SNPs for mapping purposes, it would suffice to sequence a limited sample of the Mauriceville genome, as can be found in a Mauricevillederived EST library. Since Mauriceville, on the other hand, is thought to be genetically close enough to the reference Oak Ridge strain to have highly similar gene structure, this effort would at the same time provide experimental validation of gene annotation and thus serve to improve gene calling (M. Galagan and B. Birren, unpublished results) . Moreover, alignment of Mauriceville sequences to the finished genome sequence is straightforward given the low frequency of gene duplication in Neurospora (Selker 1997) , which allows most newly discovered SNPs to be placed easily on the physical map.
For SNPs to be useful in mapping, alternative alleles must be distinguishable by a simple assay that can be performed quickly and reliably on large numbers of 1 progeny. PCR based methods are commonly used. The single nucleotide amplified polymorphism (SNAP) (Drenkard et al. 2000) assay employs two primer pairs, each of which is allele specific, to obtain differential amplification of a specific SNP. One advantage of this method is that it can potentially be applied to any given SNP; however, we found that individual SNPs often require optimization of primer sequences and PCR conditions, thereby making it a less desirable choice for high-throughput genotyping (Dunlap et al. 2007 ). An alternative method, cleaved amplified polymorphic sequence (CAPS), relies on the 30-40% fraction of single nucleotide substitutions that result in the creation or deletion of a restriction enzyme recognition site (Konieczny and Ausubel 1993) . Since in this assay both alleles are independently detectable they constitute codominant markers, allowing the researcher to perform the assay on multiple DNA samples in the same reaction, so-called bulked segregant analysis (BSA) (Michelmore et al. 1991) .
In this work, we used data from high-throughput sequencing of two independent Mauriceville EST libraries to identify putative SNPs (pSNPs) and, for one of these libraries, developed experimental procedures on the basis of the CAPS methodology to distinguish Oak Ridge from Mauriceville alleles. By combining an accurate SNP detection algorithm (Altshuler et al. 2000) with efficient CAPS design we obtained a nearsaturating marker density (given the data set and the assay type), with, on average, one SNP every 7 cM. This is close to the minimum recombination that can be distinguished from perfect linkage using bulked segregant analysis (BSA) ( Jin et al. 2007) . We then mined the existing library of pSNPs and screened for additional CAPS polymorphisms to increase the local density of the SNP map to a level allowing high-precision mapping. We used these to map the conidial separation 1 (csp-1) gene (Selitrennikoff et al. 1974 ) to a 74-kbp region and employed a candidate gene approach to identify the causative mutation.
Strains containing the csp-1 UCLA37 allele develop superficially normal-looking conidia that fail to separate completely and remain tightly linked (Selitrennikoff et al. 1974) . Electron microscopy reveals that the process of conidial development is initiated normally, up until the formation of major constrictions in aerial hyphae, but that these constrictions do not fully close to release unicellular conidia (Springer and Yanofsky 1989) . Macroscopically, the phenotype is easily scored by tapping a mature culture and observing if a cloud of airborne conidia is released, as is the case in wild-type (WT) cultures. Strains containing this mutation have seen wide utility in protocols that call for limited spread of conidia, e.g., to contain contamination risks in teaching labs or in Petri-dish-based assays (Mattern and Brody 1979) , and are exempt from National Institutes of Health guidelines for recombinant DNA experiments. The csp-1 gene had previously been mapped to a region near the centromere of linkage group I (LGI) (Selitrennikoff et al. 1974) , but low recombination rates in this region have hindered its molecular identification. As mutations at most loci should be more tractable by genetic mapping, we reasoned csp-1 would provide a good illustration of the general applicability of SNP mapping.
BSA is a method that can differentiate between linked and unlinked markers, provided the assay used allows independent visualization of both marker alleles, as with CAPS. BSA begins with obtaining progeny from a cross segregating two alleles of the gene of interest. In this case, csp-1 UCLA37 is the ''mutant'' allele and is in the OR parent, while the WT allele is in the MV parent. Individual progeny are sorted by phenotype and collected into mutant and WT pools. SNPs unlinked to the mutation will be randomly assorted between the two pools, while linked SNPs will have an OR/MV ratio .1:1 in the mutant pool and lower in the WT pool. Hence, genotyping of the two reciprocal pools for a number of well-spaced SNPs allows one to quickly home in on a genomic region containing the gene of interest. Subsequent genotyping of individual progeny for closely spaced SNPs will further delimit the location of the mutant gene.
The development of a global, high-density SNP map is part of a larger, interinstitutional program intended to make full use of the completed sequence (Galagan et al. 2003) and take the study of Neurospora to the functional genomics level (Dunlap et al. 2007) . Like other components of the project, such as gene annotation (M. Galagan and B. Birren, unpublished results) and targeted gene disruption (Colot et al. 2006) , this effort is aimed at community support: the program's data, strains, and materials are made freely available, and in return users are encouraged to do the same with theirs. To facilitate this exchange, we have created a database allowing for easy browsing of and access to existing polymorphism data, including parameters for experimental verification where relevant, as well as a trove of suspected SNPs that can be selected and validated by the interested user. Such community-based efforts, in combination with future large-scale sequencing projects, have the additional potential to expand the SNP map of N. crassa. While positional cloning will remain an important initial step in the characterization of novel genes, it should no longer be rate limiting. KO mat a (FGSC 11348). All strains were obtained from the Fungal Genetics Stock Center (Kansas City, MO) and maintained on YPD-supplemented (USBiological) Vogel's (complete) medium (Davis and Deserres 1970) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Strains
Crosses were executed on synthetic crossing medium and ascospores collected and activated by heat shock (Davis and Deserres 1970) . Progeny were picked under a dissecting microscope, grown on slants containing complete or Vogel's N minimal medium (Davis and Deserres 1970) at 30°in constant light (LL) for 3 days and scored for conidial separation by tapping slants and observing release of mature conidia, or by examining if the conidial mass could be suspended in water (Selitrennikoff et al. 1974) .
Isolation of genomic DNA: Conidia were inoculated in 14-ml round-bottom tubes (Falcon) containing 3 ml of minimal medium containing 2% glucose and incubated for 36-48 hr at 30°and 200-rpm shaking. Mycelial plugs were collected by filtration, washed, collected in a 96-well plate preloaded with metal beads, and stored at À80°. Frozen tissues were cooled in liquid nitrogen and homogenized by two rounds of shaking (1 min at 30 Hz) using the QIAGEN TissueLyser bead-beater system, and genomic DNA (gDNA) extracted using the QIAGEN MagAttract 96 plant kit as described (Colot et al. 2006) . Total yield was 45 ml of solution containing 200-1000 mg/ml gDNA as estimated by OD260.
cDNA library construction: Two independent cDNA libraries were constructed. The first was used to derive the set of pSNPs for genomewide validation and made using the following procedure: Mauriceville conidia were resuspended in Vogel's medium 1 2% glucose and cultured for 4 hr at 30°in LL. Total RNA was extracted with phenol-chloroform and mRNA purified using the PolyAttract SYSI kit (Promega). One microgram of mRNA was converted into double-stranded cDNA by combining first strand cDNA synthesis as described (Carninci and Hayashizaki 1999) with second-strand cDNA synthesis and separated over a CL-2B sepharose-size fractionation column (Sigma). Two fractions with average sizes of $1.5 and 1 kbp were combined and ligated into XhoI/EcoRI-cut Uni-Zap XR. l-Phage was packaged in vitro using the Gigapack III kit (Stratagene). The library was amplified by infection of XL1-blue MRF9 bacterial strain and mass excised into a phagemid form with a helper phage as described by Stratagene. The phagemids were stably transformed into the SOLR bacterial strain.
Additional SNPs were derived from a second library obtained as follows: Mauriceville conidia were resuspended in Vogel's medium 1 2% sucrose and cultured for 7 hr at 34°in LL. Total RNA was extracted using the Trizol method (Invitrogen) and mRNA purified using oligo(dT) cellulose chromatography. Five micrograms of mRNA were converted into cDNA, purified, and ligated into the vector as described above. l-Phage was packaged in vitro using Lambda Packaging Extract (Epicentre) and the library amplified, mass excised, and stably transformed as described above.
Sequencing and SNP calling: Sequences were aligned to the Oak Ridge-derived reference sequence (Galagan et al. 2003) using BLAT v33 (Kent 2002) . ESTs that aligned with similar affinity to multiple locations on the reference were discarded. Alignments were retained only if (i) they were the highest scoring alignment for a given read and had a score of at least 50, (ii) the alignment covered at least half of the read length, and (iii) the alignment contained ,20% gaps on the read (.20% gaps were allowed on the reference to allow for ESTs that spanned large introns). When both of the paired ends aligned, the sequences were retained on the conditions that they were (i) on opposite strands, (ii) of opposite orientations, and (iii) ,100 kbp apart.
Mismatches between aligned EST and genomic sequences were retained when simultaneously fulfilling all criteria of the neighborhood quality standard (NQS) (Altshuler et al. 2000) , defined as: (i) the mismatched base has a Phred score (Ewing et al. 1998) of $25 in the EST sequencing read, (ii) a window of five bases on either side of the mismatch is perfectly aligned, and (iii) all bases in said window have a Phred score of $20. For the library used for genomewide validation, putative SNPs were retained only if all Mauriceville ESTs containing the SNP unanimously agreed. In a modification of the algorithm applied to the second library, putative SNPs were also retained provided there was no more than one dissenting read among three or more reads.
Selection of CAPS markers: Putative SNPs were selected that either created or deleted a recognition site for any commercially available four-cutter or degenerate five-cutter (http:/ /www.neb.com/nebecomm/products/category1.asp). For each of these, a digestion pattern was created in silico on the basis of the positions of the recognition site in a fragment containing 250 bp on either side of the pSNP. CAPS ''quality'' was defined as the maximum of the size differences between any allele-specific and all non-specific fragments. ''Clusters'' were defined as follows: for each contig, pSNPs were evaluated in their physical order so that (i) the first pSNP was assigned to the first cluster, and (ii) each subsequent pSNP was assigned to the current cluster if it was closer than 10 kbp from the previous pSNP, and assigned to a new cluster if it was not. The highest-quality CAPS-amenable pSNP from each cluster was identified and experimentally validated; where the validation failed, the process was reiterated with the nonconfirmed pSNP removed from the cluster. Primers were designed using Primer3 (http:/ /frodo.wi.mit.edu, default parameters) to reflect the quality prediction: a 500-bp window centered on the pSNP was defined as the target region, and 50 additional bp on either side were included to create the region used for selecting primers. If the program failed to find a suitable primer pair the target region was reduced manually in small increments until one was found. If, upon experimental validation, the primer pair failed to give a product of the desired length a different pair was designed for either the same or a nearby pSNP.
CAPS assay: All markers were validated using identical PCR and digestion conditions. One hundred nanograms of gDNA (for Oak Ridge and Mauriceville standards) or 1 ml of 10-fold diluted gDNA solution regardless of concentration (for parallelextracted progeny) were combined with 1 unit of Taq (Roche), 0.25 mm dNTPs, 0.25 mm of each primer, 13 Roche buffer and water to a final volume of 20 ml. Cycling conditions were as follows: denaturation at 94°for 5 min, 35 cycles of 30 sec at 94°, 30 sec at 54°, and 1 min at 72°, followed by 10 min at 72°. The resulting amplified DNA was used without purification. For the restriction digest, 10 ml of the PCR product was mixed with 1 unit of the appropriate enzyme (all from New England Biolabs), 13 enzyme buffer, 0.1 mg/ml bovine serum albumin (if required), and water to a final volume of 20 ml, and incubated for 3 hr at the optimal temperature. An 8-ml aliquot was electrophoresed on 1.8% agarose (in TAE, containing 0.2 mg/liter ethidium bromide) at 100 V and visualized under UV. When the assay was performed on progeny samples, we found it useful to include one well each of Oak Ridge and Mauriceville gDNA for each gel row as internal controls and size standards.
Bulked segregant analysis: Randomly chosen gDNA samples (n ¼ 24) representing either WT or mutant progeny were quantified by OD260 and separately pooled into equimolar mixes with a total DNA concentration of 20 ng/ml. CAPS assay was performed as above, but the PCR reaction was limited to 30 cycles and restriction digestion extended to 16 hr.
SNAP assay: Primer pairs were designed using the WebSnaper program (Drenkard et al. 2000) , available at http:/ / pga.mgh.harvard.edu/cgi-bin/snap3/websnaper3.cgi, with default parameters. Composition and cycling conditions for the PCR reaction were performed as suggested by the authors. For each pSNP a common primer was used, and for each allele of that pSNP two or three allele-specific primers were tested using as template 100 ng of either Oak Ridge or Mauriceville gDNA. PCR reactions were continued for either 25 or 35 cycles. If two primer pairs could be found that distinguished between the alleles at both 25 and 35 cycles, these were chosen and experimental data collected using 30 cycles. Otherwise, two primer pairs that worked at 25 cycles were selected; genotyping was performed at 25 cycles and, if necessary, repeated at 30 or 35 cycles for those DNA samples that failed to give a product for either primer pair at 25 cycles.
Phenocopying: An upstream flank containing the entire NCU02713 ORF (1550/1750 bp, with the putative csp-1 locus 760/960 bp from the 59 end) was amplified from csp-1 gDNA and annealed with an hph cassette and a downstream flank (1390 bp) derived from WT gDNA (summarized in Figure 6A ) using yeast transformation (Colot et al. 2006) . The construct was subcloned in Escherichia coli, digested with Sbf I, and transformed into mus-51 or mus52Tbar. Hygromycin-resistant primary transformants were isolated and homokaryonized by backcrossing to the WT strain ras-1 bd mat A. Hygromycinresistant progeny were transferred to Vogel's minimal medium and the conidial phenotype determined by tapping and suspension tests ( Figure 6B ).
Northern blotting: Total RNA was isolated from wild-type (74A) and ras-1 bd (Belden et al. 2007) cultures grown under standard circadian conditions using hot phenol extraction and 15 mg were separated on a 1.3% formaldehyde gel (Loros and Dunlap 1991) . RNA was transferred to a Hybond-N1 nylon membrane (Amersham) and a region contained by NCU02713 visualized using a digoxigenin-labeled DNA probe (Roche).
Data availability: All pSNPs identified by single-pass sequencing of Mauriceville cDNA are accessible at http:/ /www. broad.mit.edu/annotation/genome/neurospora and are searchable by location. The identifier used, NCS.AElinkage groupae. AEseven-digit numberae, orders the currently available pSNPs by their physical position along the linkage group and contigs of release 7 of the Neurospora genome (http:/ /www.broad.mit. edu/annotation/genome/neurospora/Home.html); however, future additional SNPs, from either further genomewide efforts or user-submitted targeted sequencing, will be assigned the next available number, regardless of position. Full experimental details for experimentally validated SNPs (the genomewide CAPS map described here, as well as a smaller number of previously unpublished SNAP markers) can be accessed through the same site. Registered users are able and encouraged to submit additional validated SNPs.
RESULTS
Sequencing and SNP selection: Polyadenylated RNA from germinating Mauriceville conidia was isolated and converted into a cDNA library. Single-pass sequencing, starting from both ends of the insert, yielded evidence for 5487 unique clones, and sequences were aligned to the Oak Ridge genome using BLAT (Kent 2002 ) and checked for internal consistency (see materials and methods).
EST sequences that could be successfully aligned contained 742 bp on average for a total of $4 Mb in which 38,400 mismatches were detected. This number is consistent with previous estimates of 0.2-2% sequence divergence in coding regions between Oak Ridge and Mauriceville (Dillon and Stadler 1994; Nelson et al. 1997; Coulter and Marzluf 1998) . Potential mismatches were assessed using the NQS algorithm (Altshuler et al. 2000) , which takes into account the sequencing quality of both the mismatched and neighboring bases, and 4338 high-confidence putative SNPs (pSNPs) were retained ( Figure 1A , supplemental online database http:/ /www.broad.mit.edu/annotation/genome/ neurospora/).
Using the second, independently derived cDNA library, an additional 17,394 pSNPs were subsequently identified. As the original set of 4338 pSNPs proved more than sufficient to obtain a CAPS marker set of the desired density, this set was not included in the systematic validation efforts described below. They are included in the supplemental database so that researchers can use them as a source for pSNPs in their regions of interest. To illustrate this approach, we validated and developed CAPS assays for a number of these while refining the location of our chosen mutation (see below and Figure 1B) . Among all pSNPs, transitions outnumbered transversions by $3:2 ( Figure 1C ).
The Neurospora genetic map is estimated to span 1000 cM across its seven linkage groups (Perkins and Barry 1976 ), so we estimated $200 evenly spaced SNPs would be sufficient to establish linkage (,5 cM) with any locus on the genome. Since many pSNPs were close to others and would thus be functionally redundant in the context of recombination analysis, we performed a simple clustering of pSNPs by physical location and then sought to validate a single SNP that would be representative of the cluster within which it resided. Using an arbitrary maximal distance of 10 kbp (for subsequent pSNPs to be considered to belong to the same cluster, see materials and methods), 424 clusters were defined. Some of these contained only 1 or a few SNPs, which weren't necessarily CAPS amenable ( Figure 1B) .
Furthermore, given the advantages of CAPS described above, we initially restricted ourselves to confirming pSNPs that could be detected by this assay under standardized conditions. The recognition site for 1 of 10 common four-base cutters (AluI, BstUI, HaeIII, HhaI, MboI, MseI, NlaIII, RsaI, TaqI, or Tsp509I) was altered in 1331 pSNPs. Since these enzymes will cut in nearby sites as well, not all SNPs will result in restriction pattern differences that can easily be visualized by standard gel electrophoresis. While programs to identify usable CAPS markers from sequencing data were available (Taylor and Provart 2006) , we chose to implement a customized script that selects the ''best'' CAPS marker (as defined by maximal size difference between allele-specific and any common restriction fragments) from each cluster (Figure 2A ). Rounds of pSNP selection were alternated with rounds of experimental validation, and clusters were resampled only when the predicted optimal pSNP representing the cluster failed to be confirmed. Failure to confirm a pSNP does not necessarily reflect inaccurate base calling; instead, it might be due to insufficient amplification of the surrounding fragment by the chosen primer set, or by a failure of the enzyme to completely digest a specific sequence even when the formal recognition site is present (observed in $10% of cases). The majority of CAPS markers in the finished set utilize 1 of the set of 10 reliable and inexpensive enzymes, and result in maximal size difference ($560 bp for the uncut vs. two $280-bp fragments for the cut allele). Additionally, each allele produces a single band of roughly equal intensity given equal amounts of PCR fragment, simplifying quantification of allele frequencies in complex mixtures (see below). To maximize coverage, a limited number of CAPS markers were defined that use additional enzymes or result in more complex restriction patterns (supplemental Table S1 ).
All the putative and validated SNPs in this work pertain to the Mauriceville-1c (mat A, FGSC 2225) strain. The Mauriceville-1d (mat a, FGSC 2226) strain was obtained in the same geographical location but is an independent isolate that we have found is not isogenic with FGSC 2225. Hence, to use the SNP data presented here it is necessary to start from a mat a version of the mutant strain and to cross it to FGSC 2225. Preliminary data on a subset of validated SNPs has shown that only $30% are of the Mauriceville-1c type in the FGSC 2226 strain (C. Schwerdtfeger, J. C. Dunlap and J. J. Loros, unpublished observation). Likewise, the presence of OR-type alleles at all sites is only guaranteed for the 74-OR23-1VA strain (FGSC 2489), which was the source of the archival genome sequence. Mutants derived from this strain need to be outcrossed to a mat a strain first to obtain a mutant strain which can be crossed to Mauriceville mat A. While we did not specifically assay our SNP marker set in any additional strains, the 74-ORS-6a strain (FGSC 4200) was derived from a long series of recurrent backcrosses to 74-OR23-1VA and is generally assumed to be highly isogenic to the latter (Perkins 2004) . However, since loss of markers remains possible, we recommend including both parental controls when genotyping progeny for each individual SNP.
SNP validation and discovery: pSNPs were validated using the CAPS protocol described in materials and methods (Figure 2A) . A total of 515 primer pairs were tried on Oak Ridge and Mauriceville gDNA during alternating rounds of validating and updating the list of candidate CAPS markers. Occasionally, we observed significantly lower amplification efficiency on the Mauriceville-1c template, possibly due to additional mismatches in the genomic region binding the primer. Of the successfully amplified fragments, $80% yielded the expected pattern when subjected to digestion ( Figure  2B ). Assuming that the Oak Ridge archival genomic sequence is accurate and ectopic digestion does not occur, deviation from the expected pattern can be explained from either enzyme dysfunction or erroneous base calling in the EST sequencing. The frequency of the latter was estimated to be up to 5% (although no further effort was made to examine pSNPs that were not confirmed in the first round). In contrast to the archival genome sequence of the reference strain, many of these pSNPs were predicted on the basis of single-pass sequencing, so even when steps are taken to eliminate some sequencing artifacts, independent experimental validation remains necessary.
The finished CAPS map contains 250 markers (details in supplemental Table S1 ), distributed roughly equally over the physical map. Given estimates of the total genetic length of the N. crassa genome ranging from 500 ( Jin et al. 2007 ) to 1000 (Perkins and Barry 1976) MU, the SNP map can be expected to contain several markers linked to any given genetic locus. This number is close to the saturation level for this cDNA library, for the chosen assay ( Figure 2C) . A graphical summary of both EST coverage and location of confirmed SNPs, relative to physical and genetic locations of known and unknown genes and markers, is provided in Figure 3 for the left arms of linkage groups I and II, and in supplemental Figure S3 for the whole genome. In the gray bars marked ''EST,'' bright green dashes represent 3-kbp bins in which EST sequences used for genomewide validation were obtained; dark green dashes, idem for additional EST data. In the bar marked ''SNP'' red dashes represent confirmed CAPS markers, black dashes confirmed CAPS markers that were selected for inclusion in the master plates. Exact location, primer sequences, and restriction enzymes are given in supplemental Table S1 .
We ranked marker types into tiers (summarized in Figure 4A ) to yield a strategy that would increase local SNP coverage as efficiently as possible, moving to a lower tier only when the higher one was considered exhausted for the region of interest, as described below:
i. Identification of CAPS markers on the basis of genomewide sequencing: these include the 250 markers discussed above, which allow assignment of the locus being mapped to the 10-to 20-cM gap between the two closest markers, as well as identification of progeny with informative crossover events. By using the expanded set of 17,394 pSNPs as well as relaxing requirements for digestion patterns and enzyme choice, additional markers could be defined that are nonredundant on a regional scale. ii. Identification of CAPS markers on the basis of random screening: additional CAPS markers could be designed from pSNPs picked up by local sequencing of MV gDNA. However, we found it more convenient to use random CAPS screening (RCS) to identify SNPs in a defined genomic region. We amplified $800-bp fragments of intergenic MV gDNA using PCR (as described in materials and methods), subjected them to digestion with a battery of the 10 most common restriction enzymes, and compared the digestion pattern to that obtained from OR gDNA. While the exact nature and position of the causative SNP is not determined in this procedure, establishing the location of the marker at a 1-kbp resolution is sufficient for mapping work. We found that about half (8/16) of such amplified fragments provide usable CAPS markers ( Figure 4B ). Established CAPS markers are easily assayed in a robust fashion. Since the PCR primers are perfectly complementary to the template sequence, amplification is quite insensitive to the quality of individual gDNA samples. In contrast, in our hands, SNAP markers gave inconclusive results for some progeny under standard conditions, even when they seemed robust when initially assayed on bulk-prepared reference Oak Ridge and Mauriceville gDNA ( Figure 4C ). (It should be noted, Table S1 . When these are exhausted but pSNPs are available, these can be developed as either CAPS or single nucleotide amplified polymorphism (SNAP) markers. Finally, additional polymorphisms can be found by random CAPS screening (RCS) or sequencing of randomly chosen PCR fragments. (B) Representative gel for random CAPS screening. Amplicons were prepared from 12 intergenic regions, using Oak Ridge (OR) or Mauriceville (MV) gDNA and digested with different enzymes. Note more irregular nature of digestion patterns compared to CAPS markers found by genomewide validation ( Figure 2B ). (C) Principle of SNAP assay. Two PCR reactions are carried out, using a common primer and either of two allele-specific primers. The latter are designed to be perfectly complementary to one allele but not the other, so that genomic DNA containing a specific allele is amplified only in the reaction employing its respective primer. Presence or absence of PCR products is visualized by gel electrophoresis.
however, that only two or three primer pairs per allele were tested, as opposed to up to eight in the original publication; Drenkard et al. 2000) . Although these could be resolved by repeating the reaction with different cycle numbers, the additional workload and ambiguity compelled us to use SNAP markers only when CAPS-amenable SNPs could not be detected. In this case the following options can be explored: iii. Identification of SNAP markers on the basis of genomewide sequencing: pSNPs picked up by cDNA sequencing but not suitable to CAPS can be developed into SNAP markers. As described in materials and methods, a number of Oak Ridgeand Mauriceville-specific primers must be tried out at different cycle numbers to determine the ideal set of conditions ( Figure 4D ). iv. Identification of SNAP markers on the basis of microsequencing: finally, to cover the gaps between EST reads that did not provide CAPS markers using approach ii, the same 800-bp fragment and matching primers can be recycled for sequencing and pSNPs developed into SNAP markers.
We found that for the region containing csp-1 and for our desired mapping resolution the first two, CAPSbased, approaches provided a sufficient number of markers when applied to saturation. The pSNPs derived from the second, expanded library (containing 17,394 pSNPs) were also confirmed and developed into markers in the same way and with similar success rate as described above; however, to maximize the number of CAPSamenable SNPs we allowed every enzyme commercially available from New England Biolabs (listed at http:/ /www. neb.com/nebecomm/products/category1.asp) to be considered. After the search for CAPS markers using this approach was exhausted, we filled in the remaining gaps by random screening (option ii above). If several enzymes resulted in restriction pattern polymorphism, the one containing the most distinctive differences was chosen for subsequent genotyping. Incidentally, two of the tested PCR fragments (both near the centromere) showed a noticeable size difference ($50 bp) prior to any digestion, due to insertions in MVrelative to OR. In general, the nature and distribution of regional markers will be dictated by the required resolution and depend on the available local genomic variation.
Proof of principle: recombination-based mapping of csp-1: We used the SNP approach outlined above to map and subsequently clone the causative mutation leading to the conidial separation defect that defines the csp-1 gene. First, we confirmed the location of this gene on a specific region of LGI (Selitrennikoff et al. 1974) using BSA. We then genotyped individual progeny containing a recombination in this region for increasingly closer spaced SNPs until a sufficiently small candidate region could be delineated. For the BSA experiment, we crossed FGSC 2555 (csp-1 mat a) to FGSC 2225 (Mauriceville-1c mat A) and picked 443 progeny. These were scored using the tapping assay and each individual progeny was used as a source of gDNA. We combined the independently extracted gDNA samples into equimolar mixtures composed of DNA from either all WT or all mutant progeny, and subjected these pools to the same assay as used on gDNA obtained from individual progeny. While this method reliably distinguished SNPs that were linked from those that were unlinked, some caveats are in order. First, as noted above, some primer pairs amplify the MV allele less efficiently than the OR allele although similar concentrations of each template are used in the PCR assay. While these primer pairs can be used for genotyping individual progeny, they should be avoided when performing BSA experiments. We also noted a consistent bias toward the allele refractory to restriction enzyme digestion (the ''undigested allele'') for closely linked SNPs (e.g., 6.773, 6.357, and 72.66 in Figure 5A ): while the undigested allele was visible in the pool in which it was the minority, this was not the case for the digested allele in the reciprocal pool. One possible explanation for this phenomenon is that in the last stages of PCR amplification, when supplies of primers and/or dNTPs become limiting, some of the amplified fragments start to undergo cycles of melting and reannealing, effectively sequestering the low levels of digestible allele into indigestible heteroduplexes. By optimizing conditions for a few SNPs using mixes of parental gDNA we found that this bias can be reduced, but not completely eliminated, by lowering the number of elongation cycles and template concentration (data not shown). More importantly, one should perform BSA using both mutant and WT pools. Since the direction of experimental bias will be opposite in the reciprocal pools, a semiquantitative measure for linkage to any given SNP can then be obtained in the form of the map ratio, defined as [OR, WT] 
WT] (based on relative intensities of allele-specific bands in the respective pools), which will vary between 0.5 for unlinked to 0 for perfectly linked markers (Wicks et al. 2001) (Figure 5B ).
Of eight markers evenly spaced over LGI, those localized at the end of contig 6 and on contig 72 are the most tightly linked to the phenotype ( Figure 5A ). Since these two SNPs surround the known physical locations of arg-3 and nuc-1 ( Figure 5C ), which in turn are known to be on opposite sides of csp-1 genetically, we chose the enclosed region as the smallest physical interval which, with certainty, contained the csp-1 locus. Of 255 WT and 188 mutant progeny obtained from a single csp-1 3 Mauriceville cross, 25 showed a recombination event between markers at 6.564 and 72.66 (SNPs 1 and 10, respectively, in Figure 5C ), corresponding to a genetic distance of 6 cM for a physical distance of .1 Mb. This ratio is relatively low, and is likely due to the presence of the centromere suppressing recombination in between the two. Alternatively, naturally occurring polymorphisms might reduce recombination frequency in specific chromosomal regions (Catcheside 1981; Bowring 2005) . Using this subset of informative recombinants, we alternated between developing new markers (as described above) in the region of interest and scoring the recombinant progeny for these markers, thereby reducing the region of interest to the interval contained by the two markers that remain the most tightly linked to the phenotype ( Figure 5C ). This approach led to the identification of the 74-kbp region contained between SNPs at 6.139 and 6.213 as the smallest interval to which the mutation could be localized using this set of progeny.
This region contains a total of 20 predicted genes, a sufficiently small number to identify a candidate gene among them. From microarray work (C. H. Chen, C. S. Ringelberg, R. H. Gross, J. D. Dunlap and J. L. Loros, unpublished results), the putative Zn-finger transcription factor NCU02713.3 had been identified as a strongly light-inducible gene. Because conidiation is induced by light, we examined the possibility that NCU02713.3 encodes csp-1. Sequencing of the csp-1 strain revealed a G-to-A mutation at position 194,611 relative to the start of contig 6, resulting in the substitution of Cys139 by tyrosine.
To exclude the possibility that the csp-1 phenotype is due to a different, nearby mutation, we sought to generate strains that would differ only at this locus. Since the inability of the csp-1 strain to form individual conidia made transformation into this strain difficult, we used an alternative but equivalent approach aimed at replicating the mutant phenotype in a WT background. Gene replacement in the endogenous locus (summarized in Figure 6A ) followed by homokaryonization provided recombinant strains bearing either the WT or the mutant phenotype ( Figure 6B ), which correlated with the presence of respectively the WT and the mutant allele by CAPS assay ( Figure 6B ).
Since the mutated cysteine is part of one of two signature CX1-5CX12HX3H sequences required for zinc binding and proper function of the DNA-binding domain in this class of transcription factors (Iuchi 2001) , the mutation can be expected to result in a complete loss of function. Indeed, we found the Neurospora Functional Genomics Consortium (Colot et al. 2006) knockout strain NCU02713 KO to fully mimic the conidial separation phenotype and to be visually indistinguishable from the original csp-1 strain, a previously unreported observation ( Figure 6B ).
Mapping a mutation to a physical location allows the deployment of molecular tools to further explore the phenotype. We asked whether the well-known circadian regulation of conidiation (Davis and Perkins 2002) would extend to transcript levels of this gene when assayed in liquid culture. By Northern blotting of wildtype RNA we found that the csp-1 message is robustly rhythmic, with peak levels around subjective dawn, coinciding with maximal formation of new conidia ( Figure  6C ). In addition, both baseline and peak levels are significantly elevated in the ras-1bd strain (Belden et al. 2007) , consistent with this strain's ability to conidiate rhythmically under a much wider range of conditions than WT. Thus, SNP mapping mutations is a rapid and reliable method to identify a relevant gene and opens the way to further exploration of a phenotype of interest.
DISCUSSION
N. crassa has a long and distinguished history as a model organism (reviewed in Davis and Perkins 2002) , a status it owes in large part to the early commitment made by its researchers to genetic tractability. The groundbreaking work of Beadle and Tatum on nutritional mutants (Beadle and Tatum 1941) was one of the first studies to bridge the gap between genetics and biochemistry, initiating the integrative approach that has since become the standard in experimental biology. A variety of important biological phenomena have been either described for the first time or further elaborated using Neurospora, and it has become the best understood of the filamentous fungi, a large group of organisms including several of tremendous economical and medical importance. Much of this progress has been initiated by the use of forward genetics. For example, after many years of mainly descriptive work on circadian rhythmicity, the positional cloning of the frequency gene (McClung et al. 1989 ) initiated a cascade of molecular work which, over a relatively short span of time, led to a real, mechanistic understanding of the Neurospora circadian clock and paved the way for understanding rhythms in other organisms, including humans.
The availability of full-genome sequences for an increasing number of model organisms has allowed for new and powerful approaches that could only be dreamt of a decade ago. Neurospora entered the genomic age in 2003 (Galagan et al. 2003) and this landmark development has initiated several large-scale functional genomics projects (reviewed in Dunlap et al. 2007 ) that have rapidly contributed to our understanding of Neurospora biology. However, a large role remains for classical forward genetics in the functional classification of novel genes. N. crassa contains a total of 9826 predicted genes (http://www.broad.mit.edu/ annotation/genome/neurospora). Of these, 41% do not have significant homology to any known gene, illustrating the potential for uncovering new and interesting biology specific to filamentous fungi. Moreover, over the course of more than half a century of genetic screens, a total of 3441 single mutants, representing over 1700 loci, have been accumulated (McCluskey 2003) , many of which have not yet been identified on the gene level nor correlated with a molecular function. The availability of the reference genome sequence and homology-based annotation models greatly facilitates the identification of candidate genes; however, the initial step in identifying the molecular alteration underlying a phenotype of interest will remain, for some time to come, the determination of the approximate physical location of the mutant locus by genetic mapping.
Recombination-based mapping is the process of following an unknown genetic locus, via its phenotype, as it cosegregates with markers of known physical location. Traditionally, these markers were mutant genes with their own phenotypic effects (e.g., specific auxotrophies) (Perkins et al. 1982) , requiring a qualitatively different assay for each tested marker. As the number of phenotypic markers in any given strain (including specially developed linkage tester strains) is limited, a large number of crosses were often required to find closely linked markers. For these reasons, the use of phenotypically neutral polymorphisms is preferred, as these are much more abundant and occur all in a single strain. PCR-based marker sets have been developed (Kotierk and Smith 2004; Jin et al. 2007 ); these are sufficiently dense to establish linkage of a mutant locus to a chromosome arm but not to limit the search to a manageable number of candidate genes. These sets were developed either by trial and error or from a limited amount of sequencing data and thus cannot be easily expanded to include a higher density of confirmed markers in a region of interest. Recently, a microarray-based method for mapping in Neurospora (restriction site associated DNA or RAD) has been described (Lewis et al. 2007 ). This technique allows the mapping of an unknown gene to a relatively small region with unprecedented ease and is independent of the presence of OR-type markers in the mutant strain. However, development of additional RFLP markers is often still necessary to define a region small enough to identify candidate genes. The use of this and similar high-throughput techniques is certain to increase in the future, but a role will remain for simple genotyping methods using inexpensive and ubiquitously available reagents and equipment. In this work we have used MV-derived EST libraries for limited high-throughput sequencing of a nonreference strain, followed by a computational filtering method designed to eliminate the majority of false positives arising from sequencing errors. Using two independently constructed libraries, we identified nearly 20,000 unique putative SNPs. We then applied experimental validation to the smaller of the two sets, yielding CAPSbased assays for 250 confirmed SNPs, more than sufficient to contain several markers that are sufficiently closely linked to any given locus in the genome. We selected putative SNPs and designed the validation assay in such a way that a single set of parameters can be used for genotyping any given marker, allowing for the rapid genotyping of multiple marker/progeny combinations in a single experiment. Assays were designed to optimize the visual readout of the experiment (size difference on agarose gels), facilitating the interpretation of experiments using pooled progeny sets. The general approach of limited sequencing of a crossing strain followed by experimental validation of carefully selected pSNPs is applicable to any organism with a complete reference genome.
Both the set of validated CAPS markers and the trove of unconfirmed SNPs were used to localize the csp-1 mutation to a 74-kbp region on LGI. Since CAPS markers are codominant, the use of BSA (Michelmore et al. 1991 ) is a rapid way to determine a rough first approximation of a gene's location. To encourage the use of this technique, we have selected a subset of robust CAPS markers (boldface type in supplemental Table S1 and black in Figure 3 and supplemental Figure S3 ) roughly evenly spaced over the genome, and grouped their respective primer pairs in a convenient 96-well format (supplemental Table S2 ); these ''master plates'' are available through the Fungal Genetics Stock Center (http://www.fgsc.net) at cost. Assaying WT and mutant pools for all of these SNPs will, for any genetic location of the mutation, identify at least two contiguous markers significantly linked to the locus and thus allow for its assignment to a chromosome arm in a single experiment. Since earlier work using phenotypic markers (Selitrennikoff et al. 1974 ) had localized csp-1 to the left arm of LGI, we restricted ourselves to analyzing a few markers on each chromosome arm, and as expected found only those on LGIL tightly linked (data not shown). We scanned additional CAPS markers distributed over LGI and found two markers on either side of the centromere that were tightly linked to the mutation and circumscribed the genetic markers arg-3 and nuc-1, on either side of csp-1 on the genetic map (Selitrennikoff et al. 1974; Perkins et al. 2001) . Hence using as little as 24 WT and mutant progeny the mutant locus was delineated to a 5-to 10-cM region, bounded by markers that can subsequently be used to genotype larger sets of individual progeny and identify informative recombinants.
The csp-1 mutation is located near a centromere; these regions are typically characterized by low recombination rate and low gene abundance. This necessitated the isolation of a larger-than-usual number of progeny, arguably the rate-limiting step in the mapping procedure. Once progeny were phenotyped and gDNA obtained, genotyping the delimiting CAPS markers quickly allowed for the selection of a more manageable number of progeny with informative recombination events. The low density of genes in this region meant markers developed from ESTs were of limited use; however, this limitation gave us the chance to explore alternative routes toward increasing local SNP density. Briefly, we started by exhausting putative SNPs discovered from the larger cDNA library and then proceeded to screening of intergenic fragments derived from this region for polymorphisms altering restriction by a battery of common four cutters. We also stumbled upon two instances of amplified fragment length polymorphisms (AFLPs) due to large (.50-bp) insertion/deletion events; while we expect these to be rare outside highly repetitive regions, genotyping for these markers requires only a single amplification step and is highly robust. Finally, while we did not make use of SNAPs for the identification of csp-1, we have successfully used this technique in other mapping efforts (Belden et al. 2007 ) and consider it a useful addition to the arsenal of genotyping techniques, especially in regions or organisms with low sequence divergence where SNPs that alter restriction sites might not be obtainable. In summary, using a combination of validated SNPs with de novo marker development, any region on the Neurospora genome can be rapidly populated with SNP markers of sufficient density to allow the localization of a mutation of interest with a precision that is only limited by the local recombination rate and the amount of progeny one is willing to isolate and genotype.
We report the discovery and validation of a new set of SNPs for N. crassa, and outline an approach for constructing polymorphism maps that can be adapted to other organisms for which the reference genome sequence and a sufficiently divergent tester strain is available. We also report the identification and initial characterization of the developmental regulator, csp-1. Asexual development in Neurospora and other filamentous fungi is a complex and incompletely understood process, integrating signals from the circadian clock, metabolic state, and various types of external and internal stress (Turian and Bianchi 1971) . This developmental process involves multiple intracellular signaling events including MAPK (Pandey et al. 2004) , cAMP (Banno et al. 2005) , and Ras-dependent pathways (Belden et al. 2007 ). We identified a binuclear zincfinger transcription factor as a downstream regulator of conidiation (similar to another conidiation gene, fluffy; Bailey and Ebbole 1998), which is regulated at the transcriptional level in a time-of-day and Ras-dependent manner.
